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On May 20, the Western Hemisphere Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
sponsored hearings concerning the contra aid program under direction of the US Agency for
International Development, and specifically, the administration's proposal for delivering aid to the
contras in the form of cash. In his opening statement, subcommittee chair Sen. Christopher Dodd
said: "Let me say at this point that I have been convinced for a long time that this administration
has had little inclination to support the peace process in Central America. Quite the contrary. It has
done everything in its power up to and including violating the law to pursue a military victory over
the Nicaraguan government. Despite the failure of this misguided policy, I see no reason to believe
that the administration has given up on its fundamental goal of seeking to overthrow the Sandinista
regime and of using the contra forces as its instrumentality for achieving that objective. Included
below are highlights from the hearings appearing in the Congressional Quarterly (05/21/88, pp.
1395-1396), and summarized by the Coalition for a New Foreign Policy, Washington DC. "First
AID hired Honduran firms to deliver supplies to thousands of contras in neighboring Honduras.
AID arranged to have the shipments inspected by Catholic Church officials, to ensure tha no arms
were included. But the agency provoked strong Hill criticism when it hired a company with past
contra ties to deliver supplies to guerrillas along the Honduran-Nicaraguan border. House Speaker
Jim Wright, D-Texas, and other administration critics said the company, Circle G, did not qualify
as one of the "neutral organizations" that was supposed to deliver aid to the contras, under the
cease-fire accord. As of May 13, AID said it had delivered 518 metric tons of food to contras based in
Honduras. The administration also allocated up to $300,000 per month to continue a program that
had been one of the CIA's best-kept secrets: cash payments to the families in Honduras and Florida
of contra fighters and officers. AID Administrator Alan M. Woods told the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on May 20 this program would benefit about 2,200 contra families in Honduras and 33
families in Miami. Apparently only a handful of members of Congress had been aware that this
"family assistance" program was to be included in the overall contra-aid package. Once AID officials
revealed it publicly, some members said it was inappropriate or questioned the need to pay contra
families in Miami up to $1,000 per month."
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